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1 NORTHERN UTILITIES, INC. 
2 NEW HAMPSHIRE DIVISION 
3 
4 NORTHERN RESPONSE TO STAFF WITNESS MCCLUSKEY 
5 

6 : PREFILED TESTIMONY OF 
7 . JOSEPH A. FERRO 
8 

9 Q. please stafe.your name and business address. 
.. .. 

10 A. Joseph A. Ferro, 300 Friberg Parkway, Westborough, Massachusetts 01 58 1. 

12 Q. What is your position with Northern Utilities, 1nc. ("Northern" or the "Company")? 

13 A. My position is Manager, Regulatory Policy. 

14. 

1.5 Q. Are you the same Joseph A. Ferro who prefiled testimony in this docket to support 
,-- -. 

16 Northern's change to the Simplified Market Based Allocator ("SMBA")? 

19 Q. Please explain the purpose of your prepared testimony at this late stage in this 

20 proceeding. 

21 A. According to a procedural order established by the New Hampshire Public Utilities 

22 Commission ("Commission"), Staff of the Commission was permitted to file testimony 

23 related to issues regarding the calculation of interest on deferred collections of gas costs 

24 and recovery of working capital expense associated with purchased gas costs by close of 

25 business on Monday April 16,2007. Northern's response is due this date, Thursday April 

26 19, 2007, and the hearing on Northern's 2007 Summer Period Cost of Gas ("COG") is 

27 
. .,.- scheduled for Monday, April 23,2007. 



C . .  

2 The purpose of my testimony is to attempt to respond to Staffs testimony, even though 

3 that testimony was only delivered two days ago and Northern has had no chance to 

4 conduct discovery upon it. Moreover, Staff for the first time raised issues regarding the 

5 cpmpetency of Northern's accepted working capital study. I am n9t an expei-t on working 

.,f 6 capital, but the Commission's procedural schedule does not permit Northern the ability to 

7 address this issue through its expert in this area and lead-lag witness in rate case 

8 proceedings, John Skirtich. Accordingly, I will do my best to address Staffs assertions. 

9 

10 Q. Did Northern seek a modification of the schedule in order to address these issues in an 

orderly fashion? 

Yes. On April 18, 2007, Northern asked the Commission in an expedited motion to 

bikrcate the proceeding and permit these issues to be heard as part of their own docket. 

On April 19, 2007, the Commission denied that motion but permitted the Company an 

additional day to prepare this testimony. 

Please provide a brief history of the cost of gas mechanism in New Hampshire. 

The cost of gas is a long standing mechanism that is intended to provide Northern 

recovery of its prudently incurred commodity purchases made on behalf of customers. 

Northern's Maine Division and Northern's affiliate, Bay State Gas Company, each have a 

cost of gas recovery mechanism that is calculated exactly the same way as it is for 

Northern's New Hampshire Division. Moreover, the COG mechanism is the same for all 

other gas utilities in Massachusetts and New Hampshire, having been approved by each 



state commission year after year for decades. In particular, all these mechanisms allow for 

the recovery of prudently incurred costs associated with providing gas supply service and 

the recovery or pass-back of carrying costs resulting from the monthly balance of the 

difference between the incurrence andcollection of such costs. 

1 ' .  

When was the first New Hampshire COG approved by the Commission and implemented 

by a gas utility? 

I started working for Northern in 1979, at the time Bay State Gas acquired Northern 

Utilities. The COG was in place for Northern at that time in substantially the same form 

then as it is now. At that time, it was not a new mechanism. In fact, cost of gas 

mechanisms for most gas utilities, including Northern-New Hampshire Division, 

Northern-Maine Division and Bay State Gas, have been in operation since the early 1970s 
.8 

to track fluctuating gas costs, rather than recover such costs at a test year level in base 

rates. This need or purpose for this mechanism of tracking variable costs to avoid any 

earnings fluctuations, i.e., revenue erosion or windfall gains, included the tracking of 

carrying costs on the fluctuating monthly under or over collections of these gas costs. 

These monthly under or over collections has always and intentionally been based on the 

actual supplier metered gas costs and actual metered or as-billed collections. For more 

specific cites, I am still researching the regulatory background of the mechanism and 

would like, if necessary, additional time to present this information to the Commission. 

What is the substantive and procedural background for Mr. McCloskey's testimony? 

The McCluskey Testimony describes Staffs initial position as that there "may be" 



1 "significant monthly cost and revenue imbalances" in Northern's (and pres'umably all 

2 other gas utilities') COG rates and that customers may "pay twice" for these "imbalances" 

3 through a "rate adjustment" to collect the cost of over- and under-collections and again 

4 through a "rate adjustment" to collect working capital. On March 15, 2007, in accordance 

5 yith the Commission's Order in Docket DG 06-129, Staff filed a f'Report" Which it stated 

1 ' .  

.. 6 demonstrated that a change to the long-standing COG was necessary. It stated that 

7 Northern (and presumably all other gas utilities) over-collect on the "timing differences" 

8 in gas cost recovery. 

9 

10 Q. Do you agree that the Report proved what Spff had indicated was the problem in Docket 

,, -. 12 A. Absolutely not. In Docket DG 06-129, Staff persuaded the Commission that a double 

13 collection may be taking place. Staff has not demonstrated that any over collection, let 

14 alone "double" collection, of Northern's true carrying costs of its monthly position of 

15 under or over recovering gas costs has been taking place. While Northern opposed this 

16 assertion by Staff, given the long-standing precedent for COG recovery by all the gas 

17 utilities, Northern needed more time to examine the issue, and believes all affected 

1 8 .  stakeholders should also require more time before the commission is asked to consider a 

19 change in the operation of this long-standing COG mechanism. In its "Report," Staff 

20 seems to recommend that the COG be restarted, in effect, so that the billed revenue 

21 calculation should be replaced with accrued revenues. 

22 

23 Q. Do you agree that it is appropriate to replace the COG billed revenue method of 

.--, 



calculation with accrued revenues? 

No, I do not. I would like to address the inequity and confiscatory effect of that approach 

in substance and with examples in a moment. 

Qid Staff only rely on the "Report" in creating its supporting testimony, oi- did it inject 
* 

I" 

other areas of opposition to Northern's COG? . 

Staff did not simply advocate replacing billed with accrued revenues in the McCluskey 

Testimony. Staff decided anew to claim that cost to finance Northern's supply-related 

9 working capital is inappropriate. 

10 

1 1  Q. Does the McCluskey Testimony describe work-session and potential settlement 

12 discussions that were held between Staff and Northern? 

13 A. Yes, it does. While Northern did indicate to Staff that it expected Staff to maintain the 

confidentiality of those discussions to aid the freedom of discussion as the parties worked 

through the issues, apparently Staff decided that it would not keep such discussions 

confidential. 

Do you agree with the manner in which the McCluskey Testimony characterizes the 

informal discussions between Staff and the Company, as though such discussions 

constituted Northern's filed position on this matter? 

No, I do not. I ask the Commission to not give any weight to those pages (pp. 4-6) of the 

McCluskey Testimony. This is because I think Staff should describe why the current 

mechanism is incorrect in the face ofNorthern's claims to the contrary. 



1 

2 Q. Throughout this process, has Staff demonstrated a willingness to justify why it seeks to 

3 change a mechanism that is so integral to the stability of Northern's revenues particularly 

4 during the critical winter months, and why it believes it was the first after 30 or more 

5 ypars to identify such an obvious issue with the manner in which gas utilities calculate 

I' ' 

... 6 carrying charges on commodity costs of gas? - 
7 A. ' No. Staff has repeatedly demanded that Northern alone justify the COG clause that has 

8 been recognized by the Commission for gas utilities to be just and reasonable year after 

9 year after year. Moreover, Staff has refused to let Northern hear other gas utility views on 

10 the subject, even though Staff has agreed to, let KeySpan have this issue heard at a later 

1 1  date. Northern believes the Commission should have the benefit of all of the industry's 

-. 12 thoughts on this subject, since the COG is the same for every gas company. 

13 

The McCluskey Testimony asserts that Northern proferred a "hybrid" approach or "new 

analysis" for calculating gas costs that it asked Staff to accept. (McCluskey Testimony on 

page 5-6). Do you agree with this? 

No, I do not. What I was attempting to do, on Northern's behalf, was to demonstrate to 

the Staff the reasonableness of the COG method that has been in place and that the 

Commission has approved for decades. When - after presentation of this analysis -- Staff 

continued to demand that Northern justify an existing just and reasonable method of 

calculating the COG, simply because it found a mathematical, administrative, non-real 

world justification for reducing Northern's COG collections that did not reflect Northern's 

actual costs, Northern refused to play ball. Northern continues to believe that Staff must 



demonstrate why the existing long-standing rate calculation is unjust. 

3 Q. Mr. McCluskey alleges that Northern's lead-lag study was conducted improperly. Sta8 

4 Testimony at 7, line 7. Is this correct?. 

5 A. 0 .  Northern's lead-lag study was reviewed by Staff and the. Commission, was not 
I" 

. I  6 challenged and was approved by the Commission in Northern's 2001 base rate 

7 proceeding. The study was prepared properly and accurately. It appropriately measures 

8 customer and company behavior in determining the Company's average annual working 

9 capital needs. 

11 Q. Was the lead-lag study prepared for Northern's 2001 Rate Case designed to reflect timing 

7 12 changes, volumetric changes in gas use, or other unpredictable changes in the 

13 marketplace? 

14 A. No. Moreover, I am informed by John Skirtich, the working capital expert who prepared 

IS Northern's 2001 lead-lag study, that a lead-lag study cannot be adjusted for timing 

16 differences and differences in billings due to the broad volumetric changes that occur from 

17 the summer to winter gas seasons. 

18 . 

19 Q. Is that important to this discussion as to why the COG contains both a calculation for the 

20 over- and under-collection of deferred gas costs in the form of interest collection? 

21 A. Yes. In my view, this may be one reason that the COG was initially constructed in such a 

22 way to enable gas utilities to receive interest on the timing difference between actual 

23 payments of gas costs and its billings/recoveries. 

--Z 



Is Mr. Skirtich available to present this position to the Commission? 

Again, although Northern asked the Commission to defer its consideration of this issue, 

that request was denied. Mr. Skirtich could not be available to fly to Concord NH on such 

short notice. He is resident of Columbus, Ohio. 
.I 

In his absence, has Mr. Skirtich provided you with a workable definition of working 

capital? 

Yes. Cash Working Capital is that portion of working capital, excluding inventories, that 

is needed to finance the time period between receipt of payment of utility service and the 

disbursements required to render that service. 

Is every working capital study approached in the same manner? 

No. As I understand it, there are multiple approaches: the lead lag study, the FERC 

Formula, and the Balance Sheet Approach. 

Please briefly describe the lead lag study approach. 

Lead lag studies have been the preferred approach in a number of jurisdictions. A lead-lag 

study measures, in number of days, customers' behavior in paying their gas bills from 

receipt of service. This lag, better known as the "Revenue Lag," results in a working 

capital requirement for a regulated company. The study also measures in number of days 

the regulated company's behavior in paying its expenses in providing service. Generally, 

the company experiences a cash benefit or "Expense Lead" since most expenses are 



incurred by the company in providing service before being paid. The net difference in 

days is used to calculate the investor capital, as defined above, needed to support this 

requirement. 

How is the net difference reflected in rates? 
I ' 

Most jurisdictions include the net working capital as a base rate component of rate base. 

In the New England, the gas cost component is severed and included in the CGA as a gas 

cost. 

Please continue. 

The Revenue Lag consists of a meter reading component, a collection component and a 

billing lag. At times, an availability of cash factor or component is added based on the lag 

the banks create in making cash available to the regulated company. The meter reading 

lag represents the midpoint of providing service and is generally calculated by dividing 

365 day by 12 months and by 2 to arrive at the midpoint in days or 15.2. The Collection 

component can be measured in a number of ways; Accounts Receivable Turnover 

Approach, Bill Sampling and by using Aging Reports. 

What approach did Mr. Skirtich use for Northern in its last base rate proceeding? 

Mr. Skirtich used the more well known Accounts Receivable Turnover Approach to 

determine its Collection Component, or in other words, the 29.14 days set in DG 01-1 81. 

How is the Collection Lag determined? 



The Collection Lag is determined by dividing the average daily revenue into fhe average 

accounts receivable balance for the test year. Northern used monthly customer accounts 

receivable balances from the books and records to determine its average accounts 

receivable balance opposed to daily amounts from its billing system. This approach is 

simpler and easier to verify while producing reasonable results. , 

How does Northern derive average daily revenue? 

Annual per book revenue is quite simply divided by the number of days in the year to 

arrive at its average daily revenue. 

Is this important to Staffs assertion that Northern recovers two times for the timing 

differences associated with gas cost collections? 

Yes, it is. The derivation of average daily revenue is a very simple approach which is 

completely appropriate for determining an average. Average daily revenue is then used to 

derive the 6.33 net lag days that represent average customer payment behavior. 

Northern's calculation of average daily revenue, contrary to Staffs assertions, does not 

reflect the volume and associated revenue lag on a monthly basis irrespective of customer 

payment behavior. 

As a proper complement to the use of this test year net lag days and resulting working 

capital recovery, Northern's calculation of interest or carrying costs related to the monthly 

balance of under or over collections does not incorporate any net lag days. Every month 

the calculation reflects 30 (or 31) days of actual purchased volumes and associated gas 



costs and 30 (or 3 1)  days of actual billed volumes and associated gas cost bollections. 

While the net lag days belong in the lead-lag study and resulting working capital 

calculation, any mismatch in actual costs and revenues due to the "lag" in billing volumes 

as compared to purchased or sendout volumes belong in the calculation of interest on the 

qonthly under or over collections. 
I' ' 

Q. ' Does it impact Staffs assertion that it is appropriate to insert accrued revenues into the 

COG calculation rather than billing month revenues? 

A. Yes, it does. Staff wants Northern's monthly revenues to be advanced (or "accrued") 

because billing month revenues on average have been billed to its customers 15 days ago. 

However, Northern is only billing for (on average) 15 days of service for that month: 1- 

day for cycle 1, 2 days for cycle 2, and so on, until the end of the month, where service 

collections would be 30 days for cycle 21. For the other one-half month of revenues, 
- . ,  . 

Northern is billing for (on average) 15 days of service for the previous month. The 

combination of these actual 15-day billings of previous and current month are reflected in 

Northern's calculation of interest on the monthly under or over collection balance. In the 

real world and in Northern's calculation of its working capital, as-billed information from 

the books and records are used to measure the customer behavior. Unbilled (or "accrued") 

receivables and revenue are not used. 

What was the approved billing lag in the working capital for Northern as a result of the 

Commission's approval in DG 0 1 -082? 

The sum of the 15.2 days for meter reading and 29.14 days for collection produced the 



1 44.34 revenue lag approved by the Commission in DG 01-182. 

3 Q. Did Northern include every aspect of billing lag in its calculation? 

4 A. ~ c c & d i n ~  to Mr. Skirtich, the Company took a conservative approach and did not include 

5 a billing lag for bill preparation, i.e., the time between reading the meter and sending the 
I ' 

6 bill, ,which under current operations is just over 1 day. In other words, on average meters 

7 read each day are billed each night with some exceptions. This reduced the overall billing 

8 lag. According to Mr. Skirtich, Northern's working capital calculation was further 

9 simplified for ease of review and did not include a calculation regarding the availability of 

10 cash in the revenue lag. This would also reduce the working capital calculation. 

I 1  

- 12 Q. Please continue and describe for the Commission the method undertaken in to calculate 

13 the expense leads. 

The Expense Leads particularly the Gas Purchase Lead (39.48) were calculated in a 

similar manner and were measured from the midpoint of the service period to the date paid 

to determine average Company behavior in paying its vendors. For gas costs, all invoices 

for the test year were analyzed. 

Did Mr. Skirtich tell you why it was reasonable to calculate working capital in this 

manner, given his extensive experience in conducting such studies for regulated gas 

utilities? 

Yes. The NiSource Energy Distribution Companies, including those distribution 

companies from the Columbia Energy Group, share a common philosophy in preparing 



lead lag studies. The purpose of the lead lag study is to identify the & drivers' in creating 

the regulated company's need for cash working capital. To the extent possible, therefore, 

the company uses its books and records to measure the payment behavior of those key 

drivers to obtain reasonable net lead lag days. The net days are then applied to the 

appropriate components of the company's cost of service to 0btai.n a reasohable level of 

I ' 
cash:working capital to include in rate base f~r~recovery of the related carrying costs. In a 

way, a more detailed approach in preparing the lead lag study and measuring cash working 

capital creates false precision that generates litigation and produces upward or downward 

changes that have a relatively insignificant impact on the recoveries of the company or the 

rates of its customers. 

Does the working capital factor compensate Northern for the large variations in volume 

and price that occur in gas use for summer or winter seasons as compared to the average? 

No it does not. The calculation for interest on deferred collections compensates Northern 

for those swings. Together, the mechanisms in the approved COG method reasonably 

compensate Northern for its average working capital needs and adjust appropriately for 

the monthly volumetric changes and price impacts, particularly throughout the winter 

season, that impact collection and cost levels throughout the year. 

With a broad brush, Mr. McCluskey applies his reasoning for the default service 

adjustment clause for electric utilities to the cost of gas adjustment clause for gas utilities. 

Do you agree with this comparison? 

I have had very little time to examine the settlements to which Mr. McCluskey refers and 



I completely unfamiliar with them. Northern is a natural gas company, not'an electric 

2 company. While Staff referenced the Unitil settlement in the informal setting and 

3 provided us with the Unitil Staff Report on Unitil's default service clause, Staff has not 

4 produced any information regarding the Granite State settlement or the PSNH settlement. 

5 However, it is my initial impression that the large volumetric and pricing' changes that 
1 ' .  

.. c 6 occur in the gas industry throughout the winter months make its 30-year old clause 

7 justifiable and distinguishable from any electric company adjustment mechanism, 

8 especially one that recovers an industry's pre-bid generation costs or transmission costs 

9 for essentially high, even and relatively constant system demand. Further, it is my clear 

10 understanding that the analysis that led ,to the Unitil settlement was based on a 

hypothetical 1 simplified example of purchasing and charging for the same volume of 

energy every day (and month). Because Northern purchased supply and metered sales 

volumes are not the same is the precise reason why Northern should and needs to continue 

to calculate carrying costs on monthly under or over collections of gas costs. Northern 

would simply need additional time to determine whether the Granite State and PSNH 

settlements and resulting collection clauses are applicable, if at all, if they in any way 

influence a decision on modifying Northern's COG mechanism. 

Has Northern tried to perform its own analysis on how changing the interest calculation 

fiom using actual as-billed billing month revenues to accrued calendar month revenues 

impacts interest recovery? 

Yes. Northern first provided an analysis of calculating interest on under or over 

collections using both calendar month and as-billed billing month collection to Staff in 



1 response to Staff 2-7 in DG 06-129 filed on December 1, 2006. This schedule was 

2 discussed with Staff at a technical session on December 5, 20065. Later, Northern 

3 modified this analysis and provide it to, and discussed with, Staff at another technical 

4 sessidn on March 1,2006. Finally, Ndrthern modified the "March 1" analysis shortly after 

5 this technical session. Schedule JAF-1 is a 4-page analysis, using actual ~ovember  2005 
J , ,  

6 throdgh October 2006 gas cost activity, shows the following: 

7 Page 1: Using Calendar Month, the interest calculation on the monthly underlover 

8 collection balance for both the Winter and Summer periods, showing a total (annual) 

9 interest of $15,702; 

10 Page 2: Using Billing Month, the interest calculation on the monthly underlover 

1 1  collection balance for both the Winter and Summer periods, showing a total (annual) 

--A .. 
12 interest of $59,092, and the difference in both methods of $(43,390); 

13 Page 3: A Cash Flow Interest calculation using the 6.33 test year net lag days, showing a 

14 cash flow interest need of $109,995; and 

15 Page 4: A summary schedule showing, at the lower section, that: (a) using calendar month 

16 accrual revenues under recovers the cash flow interest by $14,339; and (b) using billing 

17 month as-billed revenues over recovers the cash flow interest by $3 1,600. The resulting 

18 ., difference is $45,939. 

20 Q. Mr. Ferro, what can you conclude from this analysis? 

21 A. In short, this analysis illustrates that there is no conclusive evidence that it is appropriate 

22 to modify the COG mechanism to use accrual calendar month revenues. Considering the 

23 inconclusive results of this analysis coupled with the more qualitative reasoning that 

-. 



Northern's lead-lag study and resulting working capital provision is not designed to 

capture the carrying cost needs associated monthly mismatches of actual costs and 

collections, there is no grounds to modify the COG mechanism to use accrued calendar 

montl; collections. 

l* 

I ' 

Mr. :McCluskey asserts that electric utilities Unitil, National Grid and PSNH have 

accepted accrual accounting under Commission-approved settlements for default service 

and transmission rates. Can you comment on this? 

9 A. I cannot see how electric company settlements regarding new adjustment clauses can be 

10 binding upon any natural gas company, let alone Northern. Moreover, such settlements on 

unrelated matters, in my mind, do not justifjr a change in the calculation of a 30-year 

COG. However, Northern needs more time to see if these settlements have any 

applicability. Frankly, I can't say to the Commission whether these adjustment 

mechanisms are the same or different. I am a specialist in regulatory matters for gas 

utilities. I think that other regulated industries' newly commenced cost recovery 

mechanisms, created through settlement, cannot be compared with ours and if they are, the 

proponent of them should bear the burden to demonstrate they are apples to apples. 

Finally, Mr. Ferro, is it simple enough for the Staff to simply state that all it wants is a 

restart of the COG using the accrual method? 

No. The Staff attempts to develop its argument that Northern is over-collecting by 

creating a calculation out of whole cloth that in the next breath it disavows as an estimate 

to be treated with caution. Testimony at page 8, and n. 4. The fact is that the accrual 



I method does not compare apples to apples. It fictitiously attributes revenies that the 

2 Company has not received against a full month of actual costs. The billing month method, 

3 historically and precedentially approved by the Commission year after year, matches 

4 actual costs with actual revenues. . 
5 

[ ?  

I '  ' 

. : 6 Q. Canyou demonstrate this by an example? . 
7 A. Yes. Mr. McCluskey has asserted that there is a 15.2 lag day built into Northern's interest 

8 on underlover collections because Northern billed its customers and received payments 

9 throughout a month. However, this assertion is incorrect. As previously explained, 

10 Northern has only billed customers for (on qverage) 112 month of that month's gas costs. 

For instance, Cycle 1 customers will not even be billed for 29 days of that month's 

consumption until early the next month. The other !4 month of collections that Northern 

uses in its underlover collection and associated interest calculation are those related to the 

previous month gas sue that is being billed in the current month. The approved COG 

calculation, in using actual billing month sales and associated revenues appropriately 

applies actual gas cost collections to actual calendar month costs. 

How does this relate back to Staffs claim of over or double collection? 

The mismatching due to the actual way that customers use the gas commodity (incurring 

costs for the Company through this use) and the way that the Company bills each month, 

or in other words, the mismatch each month of the associated revenues and costs, is an 

underlover collection for gas utilities that in reality generates the need for recovery of 

carrying costs on that underlover collection. 



Does Staff seek any additional changes to the mechanism in its Testimony? 

Yes. Mr. McCluskey asserts that Northern should use the short term debt interest rate in 

the calculation of Working Capital expense associated with gas costs rather than the 

approved pre-tax cost of capital used in Northern's last general. rate case; DG 01-182. 
f ' .  

His reasoning is primarily that Northern is not at risk of recovering its gas costs. First, 

with respect to Mr. McCluskey's reasoning, Northern is not "risk free" in its commodity 

contracting decisions. The Commission can ,always review Northern's decisions for 

prudence and as a result, Northern bears much more risk than even the electric utilities for 

its supply purchase decisions. The other reason why changing the interest rate in the 

Working Capital calculation is inappropriate relates to the cost, as the COG is designed or 

intended to recover Northern's true costs. Northern's constant and continuous position of 

funding its gas supply purchases is a permanent or long-term funding cost need. Thus, as 

with Northern's other constant, long-term, finding requirements, the cost of capital is 

Northern's true working capital cost on purchased gas. In addition and in connection with 

this cost of funding, lenders, i.e., the financial community, would not expect to have 

available a lower borrowing rate for this need as compared to the other or remaining 

hnding needs to operate the business. 

Do you have any additional concerns about Staffs position? 

Yes. I am unclear as to the effect of their conclusions upon the calculation of Northern's 

COG rates, whether for this period or for application in the future. 



Do you have any final thoughts? 

Yes. It is my belief that the COG has been appropriately calculated for more than t 30 

years, and that a modification would unfairly impact Northern's recovery of or 

compensation for hnding monthly ander-collections or over-state any over-collection 

~osition and resulting use of hnds and associated carrying cost :'credit". Northern asks 
J' , 

the Commission to reject Staffs position and once again approve the COG calculation. 

Does this conclude your testimony? 

Yes it does. 
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WINTER PERIOD 

NORTHERN UTILTIES. INC. - New Hampshin, Dlvislon 
November 2005 -October 2006 PEAK 

Analysls of Interest on OverNndercollectlo&alendar Month vs. Billing Month 
Actuals 

November December January ZOO6 Februay - - March AJ~J !w - June M Y  AUgUd ~b i te rnbe r  . October &&I 

CALENDAR MONMS 
Volumes 3,819.873 6.432.626 9,209.01 1 3,768,790 6.187.779 2.560.017 0 0 0 0 0 0 31,978.096 
Per Settlemenl ln ffi05-080 %. 

Winter Period Accounl Beginn~ng Balance S 1.205.898 S 1.406.532 5 936.309 S (3.015.806) $ 1.182.887 S 1.023.250 $ 11.628 5 208.178 S 424.429 5 643.108 s 798.909 S 1.020.163 5 1.205.898 
Plus: Cost of Firm Gas (Schedule 4) 5 5,142.673 $ 7,985,684 S 8,304.079 S 7.506.372 $ 6,407.299 $ 2.413.891 S 195.826 S 214,143 S 215.022 S 150,861 5 215.022 S 215,022 5 38,965,896 
Less: Reported Collections (Schedule 3) J (4,949,096) s (8,462,235) f (12.250.147) S (3,302,349) s (6.573.352) 5 (3.428.737) S - S - a - S - 5 - S - S (38.965.914) $ (18) 

- ~ u l l  monm 

Wlnter Period End~ng Balance 

Month's Average Balance 
lnteresl Rare (Prime Rate) 
Interest Applied 

Winter Period Account Ending Balance 
Average Monthly Balance 

BILLING MONTHS 
Volumes 
Per Settlement in DG05480 
Winter Penod Account Beginning Balance 
Plus: Cost of Firm Gas (Schedule 4) 
Less Reported Collections (Schedule 3) 

Winter Pemd Endlng Balance 

Month's Average Balance 
lnteresl Rate (Pnme Rate) 
Interest Applied 

Winter Period Account End~ng Balance 
Average Monthly Balance 
Interest Calculation Ditference 

1.254.534 4,972.802 7.042.716 6,190.342 6.762.855 4,293,546 1.461.301 0 .  0 0 0 0 31,978.096 

5 1,205,898 S 4.753.502 5 6.257.106 S 5.456.895 5 5.512.105 S 4,538,324 S 2,033.096 J 365,207 f 582.506 S 802.273 S 959.168 b 1.181.524 5 1.205.898 
S 5,142.673 S 7.985.684 5 8,304.079 S 7.506.372 $ 6.407.299 S 2.413.891 $ 195.826 $ 214,143 $ 215.022 S 150.861 S 215.022 S 215.022 5 38.965.898 
J (1,611,166) S (6,511.820) S (9,138,357j S u.483.062) S (7.410.309) 5 (4.939.591) $ (1.871.614) S - S - S - S - S - 5 (38,965,9173 5 (21) 
-Prorated Month 

' Set beginning balance at zem to eliminate any impad on interest calculation due lo oul-of-period costs. 

Billino Monlh; L b G k  
Winter Factor to Balance Rev 8 m, to 1.02236 1.0000005 => (Total Costs - Collections) / Cosb 
end with a zero under/ovgr cnll balance 

Calendar Month: 
Winter Factor to Balance Rev & Exp, to 1.02236 1.0000005 =r (Total Costs - Collections) / Costs 
end with a zero underlover wll balance 
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SUMMER PERIOD 

NORTHERN UTILnES. INC. - New Hampshire Dwkion 
November 2005 - 0slob.r 2006 OFF PEAK 

Analy.m of lnlercrl on OverNndctcoladonZalenda~ Month vr. Billing Month 
A c h h  

November Deambcr &nuan2006 February M.rch A d  !!a a && A m  serembar m r  ToW 

CALENDAR MONTHS 

Summer Period Account Beginning Balance S - S - S - S - S - S - S - S (7.044.444) S (1.082.146) S (817.040) S (814.873) S (610.795) S (29.766) 
Pba: Ccrt 01Firm Gar (Schedule 4) S - S - S - S - S - S - S 1.944.852 S 1287.948 S 1,314,273 S 1.173.138 S 1.540261 Su.864.147 10.124.626 
Less: Reported Collections (Schedule 3) S - S - S - 6 - S - S - S (2,985,857) S (1.318.567) S (1.042.11) S (1.165.380) S (1,131,306) S (e.280.924) (10,124,894) 

-Full Month 

Summer Period Ending Balanes S - S - S - S - S - S - S (1,041,005) S (1.075.064) S (810.534 S (809.283) S (605,911) S (27.571) S (29.766) S (68) 

Monhk Am.* BJnce S - S - S - S - S - S - S (520.502) S (1.059.754) S (946.YO) S (813.162) S (710.392) S (319,183) S (29.766) (4,399,099) 
Inlorest Ram (Prim Ram) 650% 6.50% 7.m% 7.00% 7.00% 750% 7.93% 8.02% 825% 825% 825% 825% 125% 
Inmest Applied 5 - S - S - S - S - S - S (3,440) S (7,083) S (6.506) S (5,590) S (4.884) $ (2.194) S (205) S (29,902L 

Sum- Period Acmmt Endw Babnsa S - S - S - S . S - S - S (1.044.444) S (1.082.146) S (817,040) S (814.873) S (610.795) S (29.766) S (29.970) S (29370) 
Average ol Month's Average Babnce S (324.392) 

BILUNO MONTHS 
Volumel 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 1,272,401 1.996.319 1,187,676 1.072.147 1203.754 1.438.122 1,582,656 9.754.377 
Per Setlemcntin DG05480 
Summr Period Amunt Beginning Babnce S - (1.955.285) s (1.965.876) S (1.977.344) S (1.988.879) S (2.000.480) S (2.012.983) S (1.501.562) S (2.323.078) S (2.180.909) S (2,066,589) S (1.757.053) S (416,056) 
P b :  Cot1 olFirm Gas (Schsdub 4) S 1.944.852 S 1287.948 S 1.314273 S 1.173.138 S 1.540268 S 2.164.147 S - 10.124.626 
La*: Rcpacd Collcdonc (Schedule 3) S ( l . S ~ m 4 )  S (1,421,857) S (2.096.726) S (1.156475) S (1.044267) S (1217.833) S (1.517.699) S (1,689,840) (10.124.696) 
(Od %5 PmntcdVok of 1.761.543) (2nd half of S m w  Og - Pmnted Mmnm 

Summet Period Endng Balance S (1.950.004) S (1.955285) S (1,965,816) S (1.977.344) S (1.988.879) S (2.000.4M)) S (1.49.988) S (2.HO.YO) S (2.165MO) S (2,052.039 S (1.743354) S (410.604) S (2.087.856) S (70) 

~onm's ~ v a n p t  b ~ a n c e  
In laat  Rate (Rime Rate) 
Interest Appliid 

Summcr P~bdAccoun1EnmgBalance S (1.955285) S (1,965,876) S (1,977,344) S (1,988,879) S R.000.480) S (2.012.983) S (1.501.562) S (2.323.078) S (2.180.909) S (2.066.589) S (1.757.053).S (418.056) S (2.096.510) S (14.506) 
Average 01 Month's Average Balance S (1.778.702) 
Interest Cakulation DiWorrnce 5 5281 S 10,591 S 11.468 S 11.535 S 11,602 S 12.503 S 8.135 S 5,655 S 8.923 S 8,960 S 8.215 S 5,257 S 8.410 S 116,534 

WNER PERIOD Interest DiLrensa s (162,473~ 

TOTAL NOV 05 - OCT 06 Intanat DlLnnsa S (45.93a 

Sal bbghnlnp bmknc. mt n m  lo nllmlnale any I ~ m a  m lnMm ulahM due 0 o&oFpedod c ~ b .  

Summer Faclor to Balance Rev 6 EIp.  lo 
G w i  

1.1 1386 1.0000089 
end *Ilh 8 zcto underlover COO bahnce 
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NORTHERN UTlLTIES. INC. - N r  Waqmhin Diwsbmn 
Novwnbw 200s - hmfy ZoDs 
Anawn ol*bwlCrrh m*r 

D&embcr January l006 Februm &g 
31 

m &s+e, -.,- NO-mber ~ ~ r r  
Days 30 31 31 28 30 31 30 31 31 30 . 31 
51- Mlllnp. an p m m  on a 81111~ k n l h  B r h .  h. C.*nd.r wmhukhlbn Is I m k n m  
CALENDAR LIONTMS 
Volums 3,819,873 6.432.626 9.mS.011 3.768.790 8,187,779 2.560.017 2.87lOffi 1.404.385 1.070.355 1.197235 1.248411 2.161.@55 0 

AcwuM Bsglmmg Balance 
Plus: C a t  of Fnm Gar (Schedule 4) (30 Day lag) 
Lass: Expectad Cobdanr (Schedule 3) 
Less. G e e d  Cobdbnr (Schedule 3) 

Mnms Annga Bahnce 
Inmnn Ram (Pr- Rate) 
lmamll np~lled 

BRUNOMONTHS 
Volumr 1.254.534 4,972.802 7.042716 6.180.342 8.76L.855 4.293.546 2733.704 1.9£%.319 1.187678 1.0?2.847 1303.754 1,438,722 1.582.856 41.732.473 

11 
*seoM b g i ~ l n g  8.h- S 1305898 S 391,221 S 4.YIl.M2 S 5.967.473 S 5.203.0W S f823274 S 3.057.958 S (33.155)) S 11.070.033) 5 (1.591.100) S (1.341.875) 5 (1.028.674) S (543241) S 1.012.834 S 391221 
Rur: CatdFirmOn(khadub4)(23.3DqLaad) S 1.151.959 S 1.988.693 S 2.M7.984 S 1.285.350 S 1.595.624 5 Y0.7l2 S 48,767 S 47.968 S 53.548 5 37.569 S 48.165 S 53.548 1 8.1199.8% 
Rn: Con ol F h  0.1 (S& 4) (Prlor k m  nnuinhg) s 3.m0.714 s 5 . m . m 1  s 6 . 2 3 5 , ~ ~  s 8.241.011 s 4.811675 1 1.873.1~) s 2.091.911 s 1.454.123 s 1.47~.748 s 1.2e6.470 s 1.m7.125 s 3.025.622 S 40.180.627 
LOSE Gpacted Colaabnr (2961 Day Lag) " S (20.915) S (291.D82) S (409.752) 1 430.270 1 (332.289) S (04215) S (83.921) S m2b37 )  
Less: ErpMmd CoWmns (Prbr M o m  r a d n h g )  " 1 (1.590.221) S (BZlS.838) S (8.728805) S (7.913 338) 1 (7,078,010) 1 (4.875.376) S (1,781,693) S (38.793.110) 
Lass Gp&d CoLQmnr (29.61 Day Lag) - 1 (63.754) 1 (27.257) S (51.8E4) S (43.824) S 115.07.9) S 1Gd.OQ) 5 (21.708) S ROS.288) 
L n s :  G p M d  C o L W n r  (Proor M o m  ramslnkg) " S (1.358.103) S (2.069.488) $ (1.104.811) S (997.444) S (1201.801) S (1.44B.6471 S (1,648,132) S (9.8ZO.IOLI) 

S W o r  05 pmnmdsollrslknr (19.Sfr3fJ S (f.#60.004) 
End- B e h n a  S 386.907 S 4,488,427 S 5.937.027 S 5.170.6m 5 4,794,115 S 3,033,406 S (43.148) 1 (1.086.359) S (1,683,894) S 11.331.477l S (1.020.553) S (537.8SJ S 1.011.028 S . (635.498) S - 1 391.131 

11 May - Ocmbvr b m n d  Cosu delarrad b MMer Period. Evwy WlMar period h g l n s  mth mre'sunvnr h f e r n d  CorU'. 

Tk 23.28 Cost bad horn BIling lo Paying ma bin b n h s U d  by rmbstkq I pomn 01 mo mru h ma m o m  equal to t days in mnm nhvr 2328 drrldsd by t days In mm. Remlnkq car(. h 2nd mar$% 

" S i i r l y .  m 2961 R m n m  bg horn Baing m Cmmn Paying me Ml k r e h a d  by mlkhg a poltion of ma dbctbnr  In SVM m. equal b (8 days in m m h  la, 2861) I #  d v  In mom. Rernhkg mhc60nS h m6 nwm 
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Tlr Northern Ulilities COGC provides worklng cash through two mechanisms, the lead lag study's allowance and the interest on overlunder collection. If Ihe COGC is worklng properly. 
thworkina caDital allowances from these two mechanisms. M e n  summed. should equal the slodtholdeh cash reauirements derived from an analysis of actual cash flows In the proof 
pcfided below, we have idenlifled the average monthly balance upon which carrylng charges are permitted under the COGC and in accordance wiih me lead-lag study's WSUllS and compared 
thl to Ule average monthly balance required on a cash basis. Two scenarios are shown for the overlunder collection calculation, one using calendar month revenues (accrual accounting) 
a~ one based on billing month as-billed, revenues. 

Cash F l w  lnterest vs. Actual Interest on Deferred and Wkg Cap Recovery - Nov 05 - Oct 06 

OverfUIder Collection Analysls 
WrIer Average Balance 
Svlmer Average Balance 

Tolal 

Lead-Lq WIC Allowance 
WNer Cost of Gas 
Slmmer Cost of Gas 

Cost of Gas 
Awage Daily Cost of Gas 
Led-Lag Net Days 

WIC for Net Lag 

Monthly Average W E  Subject to Interest 

Cash fim Analysls 
A c b l  Average Monthly Cash Required 

Variance or Over Collection (Under Collectlon) 

Carwing Charge Impact @ 7 45% 

Aclual b%rking Capital Recovery Winter 
(Nov 0 5 .  Oct 06) Summer 

Total 

Calendar 
Month 
Basis 

$ 487.123 
$ (338,392) 
$ 148.731 

$ 38,965,896 
$ 10,124,626 
$ 49.090.522 
f 134,495 

8.33 
$ 851.351 

$ 1,OM),081 

S 1,623,164 

$ (623,083) 

S (46.419) 

Cal. Mo Billing Mo. 

( Total Inteest Recovery (-1 1 $ 95,656 1 9  141,595 1 

Interest rr: Cash Flow - Page 3 

Interest Q Deferred Gas Cost Winter 
Summer 
Total 

Billing 
Month 
Basls 

5 2.588.276 
m) 
$ 809.574 

5 38,965,896 
S 10,124.626 
$ 49,090.522 
S 134,495 

6.33 
$ 851,351 

$ 1,880,925 

$ 1,823,164 

$ 37,760 

t 2.813 

Und-Ovr lnterest WC-Final-JAF-1-4-20-07.xls Proof-pg.4 

(Billing vs. 
Cal. Month) 
Difference 

$2.101.153 
$(1,440,310) 
$ 660.843 

$ - 
$ - 
$ - 
$ 
$ - 
$ - 

$ 660.843 

1 - 

S 660,843 

S 49.232 

109.995 

37.058 
(29.902) 

7.156 

Difference (Int on Def & WC vs. Cash FIOW Int) 

$ 109.995 

$ 199.531 
$ (146,436) 
S 53.095 

S (14,339) 3 31,600 


